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Abstract. One of the main problems in creating effective mechanisms to mitigate the spam problem is
the lack of more precise data on it. This paper describes the design and implementation of a honeypotbased architecture to study the abuse of open proxies to send spam. The sensors were installed in Brazilian
broadband networks and they captured more than 500 million emails over a period of 15 months. In this
paper we present the analysis of these data and describe some contributions to the spam capture field that
were implemented.
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Introduction

Spam is one of the Internet abuses that has increased the
most, being responsible for a significant amount of the total number of emails in circulation today [10, 21]. Spam
has also been used for sending phishing-related messages
(an email trying to induce an user to give personal of financial data) and for disseminating malicious code [22].
The word spam is used to describe the act of sending
unsolicited or inappropriate messages, specially in bulk
and with commercial content [10, 28, 7]. The term became popular to describe sending email in bulk quantities
after an incident in April 1994, when an unsolicited message was sent to six thousand Usenet Newsgroups [31,
10]. It is important to note, however, that the concern
about unsolicited emails is not new and dates back to
1975 [24].

With the growth of the Internet popularity, the access
to email, initially restricted to smaller groups like the academic community, grew considerably among the general
public. And, because the cost of sending emails is very
low, compared to the cost of regular mail, this has been
a major incentive for sending commercial emails in huge
quantities [2].
The spam software efficiency has also increased, making existing spam blocking techniques even less effective and making the spammer (person who sends spam)
tracking more difficult [4, 22]. As an example, the usage
of machines infected by malicious code like bots (program that is able to propagate itself by infecting vulnerable computers and can be controlled remotely by an attacker) for sending spam and phishing [22] is increasing,
allowing spammers to remain anonymous.
Currently, one of the main problems in developing ef-

fective mechanisms to mitigate spam is the lack of more
precise data about the dimension of the problem and about
the methods in use for the dissemination of spam and malicious code.
Although there is a notion that spam corresponds to a
significant amount of the total number of emails in circulation and plays an important role in the dissemination of
malicious code and phishing, most public numbers come
from informal research or from companies selling antispam products or services [10].
This paper describes the design and implementation
of an architecture to study the spam problem, in particular
the abuse of open proxies. Open proxies have traditionally been used for sending spam and perpetrating other
malicious activities [11, 17]. This kind of abuse happens
mainly in end-user machines, connected via broadband,
and with the potential of being infected by malicious code
and controlled remotely to send spam [14, 27, 12].
The architecture implemented is comprised of a set of
sensors based on honeypots. The data captured was then
collected by a central server. This paper also describes
the extensions implemented in Honeyd [25] in order to
expand the protocols supported and the recorded information.
The sensors were installed in Brazilian broadband networks and captured more than 500 million spams over 15
months. The data captured allowed a better analysis of
the spam problem and also a better understanding of how
spam is being sent. This analysis also helps the creation
of better mechanisms to fight spam.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 some
concepts about honeypots and abuse of services for sending spam are explained. In section 3 we discuss some
related work using honeypots to capture and study spam.
In section 4 we describe the architecture implemented for
spam capture and the services being emulated on the honeypots. We also present in this section the results obtained. Conclusions and future work are discussed in section 5.
2

Definitions

In this section we review some concepts in the honeypot
area, as well as abuse of services for sending spam.
2.1

Honeypots

A honeypot is a security device designed to be probed,
attacked or exploited [29, 26].
The value of honeypots relies on the fact that everything observed is suspicious and potentially malicious. In
this way, they are a security tool with a low number of
false-positives and that can provide high value information. They also generate a smaller amount of data to be

analyzed, specially if compared to other more traditional
security tools like Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS).
Based on the access level to the system and the resources an attacker is given, honeypots can be classified
as low-interaction and high-interaction [26, 13].
2.1.1

High-Interaction Honeypots

In high-interaction honeypots attackers interact with real
operating systems, services and programs. Once compromised, these honeypots are used to observe the attackers
behaviour, their tools, motivations and explored vulnerabilities. This kind of honeypot must have a robust containment mechanism in order to prevent, once compromised,
its use to attack other networks [30, 26].
This type of honeypot is justifiable when the main
objective is to study the attackers behaviour, their motives and also to study, in detail, the tools being used and
the vulnerabilities being exploited. Their use, however,
is time consuming and requires good containment techniques, as well as specialized personnel to operate them.
2.1.2

Low-Interaction Honeypots

On low-interaction honeypots, tools are installed in order
to emulate operating systems and services and then interact with the attackers and malicious code. This kind of
honeypot has a small chance of being compromised and
is ideal for production networks, when there are no available personnel to administer a honeynet or when the risk
of a high-interaction honeypot is not acceptable.
Typical use of low-interaction honeypots include: port
scan identification, generation of attack signatures, trend
analysis and malware collection [26].
In this paper we will focus on using low-interaction
honeypots emulating open proxy and open relay machines
to capture spam.
2.2

Abuse of Services for Sending Spam

The SMTP protocol (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is
usually associated with port 25/TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), and its main goal is the email transport in
a reliable and efficient way [16]. An SMTP relay is a
system that receives an email from an SMTP client and
retransmits it to another SMTP server for its final delivery or for additional transmission. Normally, this relay
service is selective and only retransmits emails for authorized clients. Misconfigured SMTP servers, usually
called open relays, allow the delivery of messages from
any source to any recipient [19]. This type of server is
abused to send spam because it makes the detection of the
real origin more difficult. It can also be used to bypass
mail blocking lists.

A proxy is a server that works as an intermediary between a client and another server. Normally it is used to
access certain services with increased performance or to
allow more than one machine to connect to the Internet
sharing the same IP (Internet Protocol) address. A proxy
acts as a intermediary, making connections on behalf of
other clients [5].
A misconfigured proxy allows connections to be made
from any origin to any destination IP address or port. This
type of proxy is called an open proxy. Open proxies are
also intentionally installed by malicious code, bots and
trojan horses.
Spammers continuously scan the Internet searching
for open proxies [17]. Once located, these computers are
then used to make connections to the spam recipients’
SMTP servers. These open proxies are used to deliver
spam in a more anonymous way [3, 17].
3

Related Work

In this section we discuss related work using honeypots
to study or fight spam.
3.1

Honeyd

Honeyd [25] is a network daemon which implements a
framework for creating virtual honeypots with the purpose of emulating several computers, operating systems
and network services.
This software has become very popular to implement
low-interaction honeypots. It can also be used, although
in a limited way, for the study and prevention of spam.
Two Honeyd modules can be used in this way:

this work was the development of a SOCKS proxy emulator to be used with Honeyd to capture spam. The details
of this new module can be seen in section 4.
3.2

HoneySpam

HoneySpam [1] is a framework based on honeypots that
has the objective of fighting spam at its origin, instead of
doing so in the destination. The system architecture is
designed to be used as a spam identification and blocking
tool on a corporate network. Its main functionalities are
described below.
Harvesting interference: harvesting is a process of collecting valid email addresses in Web pages. This
module creates Web pages with a large number of
links between them, slowing down the process.
Block list creation: the HTML pages generated in the
previous module contain email addresses dynamically created pointing to a local SMTP server. As
soon as these addresses start receiving emails, this
information can be used to create email block lists
based on the source IP addresses sending spam.
Another objective of generating invalid, dynamically
generated email addresses is to pollute the spammer’s email databases, decreasing its usefulness.
Open proxy and open relay emulation: it also uses the
open relay and open HTTP proxy implemented by
Honeyd [25], described in section 3.1. Connections
to these emulated services are registered and used to
block traffic from the source IP addresses.

Open relay emulator: it emulates the characteristics of
an open relay SMTP server. The email messages received are all stored and never delivered to its recipients.

Because this framework main goal is to block spam
using filters, it is not the right tool to collect spam for
further studies.

Open proxy emulator: it emulates the behaviour of an
open HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) proxy, implementing a subset of the HTTP protocol [5], in particular the GET and CONNECT commands. GET
requests are answered with a generic or error page
in HTML (hypertext Markup Language). Attempts
to use the CONNECT command to connect to the
SMTP port of a remote server are redirected to a local SMTP emulator, described above.
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By using these two emulators it is possible to capture
emails for further studies and also for sending them to
collaborative projects creating spam filter signatures [25].
The modules mentioned above, however, are restricted
to HTTP proxy emulation. This fact severely impacts the
amount of emails that can be captured. A contribution of

Honeypot Network to Capture Spam

In this section we present the architecture used to implement a set of sensors, based on honeypots, to capture
spam. We also present some preliminary results based on
the analysis of the data collected.
4.1

Architecture

The implemented architecture, shown in Figure 1, used
10 low-interaction honeypots for capturing spam. These
honeypots were deployed in 5 Brazilian broadband networks (both cable and ADSL – Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line), in 4 Brazilian cities for 15 months. They
were deployed at volunteers’ homes, to be exposed to
the same conditions a typical home user computer with
broadband connectivity would be.

Data Collection
Honeypot Monitoring

Table 1: TCP ports being emulated by the honeypots.

protocol
SMTP
HTTP

Honeypot Emulating
an Open Proxy

Open Proxy
Computer
spammer
SMTP Server

Honeypot Emulating
an Open Proxy

SMTP Server

Open Proxy
Computer

Figure 1: Diagram of the implemented architecture.

In each ISP we installed a residential connection, with
dynamic IP address and less bandwidth, and a commercial
one, usually with a static IP address and more bandwidth.
The honeypots were configured to emulate open proxy
computers. Any spammer trying to use one of these honeypots to send spam would tend to believe that the emails
were delivered successfully.
Another part of the architecture was a central server,
configured to collect all the spam captured, as well as to
periodically monitor the honeypots.
In the following sections we describe these components in more detail.
4.1.1

Although Honeyd already had both SMTP and HTTP
proxy subsystems, it does not have support for SOCKS
protocol versions 4 and 5. In this way, a SOCKS emulator
was developed as part of this work and to complement
the other emulators. Additionally, the existing Honeyd
modules were also modified.
The description of the emulation subsystems follows.
SMTP emulation: this Honeyd module receives traffic
directed to port 25/TCP and emulates the responses
of a typical SMTP server. For each message received, it behaves as an open relay server, accepting the message. The message, however, is stored
locally and never delivered to its recipients.

Honeypots Basic Configuration

Each honeypot was configured using an i386-based computer, with OpenBSD as its operating system and with
the following hardware characteristics: 2.66 GHz Intel
Celeron, 512 MB of RAM, 80 GB of disk and a 10/100
network interface.
The honeypot used the pf packet filter [8] blocking
all incoming traffic, with the exception of traffic used for
its management and traffic related to the TCP ports being
emulated by Honeyd. The list of TCP ports emulated is
shown in Table 1.
The honeypot’s internal clock was synchronized using
NTP (Network Time Protocol) [23]. The timezone used
in each honeypot was GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), for
standartization purposes and also to remain independent
from local daylight saving changes.
4.1.2

SOCKS

TCP port
25
80, 81, 2282, 3128, 3332, 3382,
3802, 4480, 5490, 6588, 8000,
8080, 8090, 11120, 57123, 63809,
65506
559, 1029, 1080, 1202, 1813,
1978, 1979, 2280, 2425, 3127,
3380, 3800, 4471, 4777, 4894,
5748, 6042, 7531, 9938, 10000,
10001, 10232, 11117, 15859,
19086, 24971, 24972, 24973,
30021, 30022, 35612, 38994,
40934, 41457, 57123, 63808

Capture

The email capture on the honeypots was implemented using Honeyd together with the SMTP, HTTP and SOCKS
proxy emulation subsystems.

HTTP proxy emulation: this Honeyd module is configured to run on several TCP ports normally associated with HTTP proxy services: 80/TCP, 8080/TCP,
3128/TCP, among other TCP ports listed in Table 1.
When the spammer connects to this module, he typically requests to the proxy a connection to the IP address of the victim’s SMTP server, on port 25/TCP.
The proxy emulator, instead of granting the request,
makes a connection to its own local SMTP server,
which sends an SMTP response back to the spammer. This response gives an SMTP banner similar to
the one that would be given by the requested SMTP
server. The spammer then starts sending his emails,
convinced that he is connected to the originally requested SMTP server.
SOCKS proxy emulation: this emulator was developed
as part of this work. It emulates a SOCKS [18] (versions 4 and 5) proxy, receiving network traffic to
the TCP ports normally associated to this service, as
shown in Table 1. This emulator acts like a proxy
that does not require authentication and allows con-

nections coming from any IP address. After connecting to this emulator, the spammer requests a connection to an outside TCP address and port. If the requested TCP port is different from 25/TCP (SMTP),
the emulator returns an error message to the client.
If the requested port is 25/TCP, redirects the spammer to the local SMTP emulator, as described above
in the HTTP proxy emulator.
Every transaction made by the Honeyd modules is
logged, including timestamp, client IP, destination IP and
TCP port as well as protocol version requested.
A description of the modifications made to the existing Honeyd modules follows.
Storage structure: the SMTP module is responsible for
storing the emails received on disk, in a directory
structure that takes into account the origin IP address
and the message itself. We made some modifications
to this structure scheme to include the date and the
TCP port used for the message delivery, in order to
help process the information.
Additional information logged: the HTTP proxy module has been modified to log more information, like
the connection method, origin IP address, destination IP address, TCP port and status. The SMTP
module log generation has also been modified in order to use the storage structure changes explained
previously.

This status monitoring procedure was specially important because of the nature of the connectivity and physical
location of the honeypots. Broadband connections typically have less quality of service when compared to dedicated connections. As the honeypots were installed in
residential environments, stability of electric power supply was also expected to have more problems than those
in controlled environments, like Internet Data Centers.
Each status check performed is described below:
• Honeypot connectivity. Tests if the honeypot is accessible from the central server.
• System uptime. Particularly useful test to check for
unexpected reboots, caused, for example, by electrical power problems.
• System load. Measures the number of processes in
the operating system execution queue in the last 1, 5
and 15 minutes. The honeypot load is related to the
amount of processes running in a given moment.
• Honeypot disk usage. Very important check to make
sure that each honeypot has enough disk space to
store the captured spams.
• Clock synchronization. This test evaluates the honeypot clock difference in comparison to an external
reference, using NTP. The correct clock synchronization on the honeypots is very important to generate reliable log information.

Data compression: data compression support has been
added to the SMTP module, using the zlib library.
This change allowed us to keep every email received
in a compressed form, saving disk space.

• Critical processes running on the honeypot. This test
checks if certain critical processes, important to capture spam, are running on the honeypot.

4.1.3

• Bandwidth usage and email capture rate. Measures
the bandwidth usage (inbound and outbound, both in
packets/s and bytes/s) and the email capture rate in
the last 15 minutes.

Spam Collection

The spam captured on the honeypot was collected, at regular intervals, by a central server. This collection mechanism was implemented using the remote copy and synchronization program rsync, through an encrypted SSH
(Secure Shell) tunnel.
Each honeypot had the ability to keep the captured
spams for several days. However, after a successful synchronization with the central server, the local data was
deleted from the honeypot to save disk space.
4.1.4

Honeypot Status Monitoring

In order to guarantee that every honeypot was working
correctly, a status monitoring scheme was implemented.
By executing this monitoring function several times a day,
it was possible to quickly check if every honeypot was
operating as expected.

• Data synchronization with the central server. Checks
the last time the data synchronization with the central server occurred.
4.2

Results

In this section we show some of the results from the analysis made on the captured emails, taking into account
their origin and TCP ports used.
As shown in Table 2, this project collected spams for
15 months, capturing approximately 525 million spams
that would have been delivered to 4.8 billion recipients.
The daily average amount of emails collected, combining
all 10 honeypots, was approximately 1.1 million spams.
These email messages came from 216,888 different IP

Table 4: Top ASes originating spam.

Table 2: General statistics related to the captured emails.

Data collection start
Data collection end
Days of collected data
Total emails collected
Total recipients
Average recipients per spam
Average emails per day
Unique IPs sending spam
Unique ASes sending spam
Unique Country Codes

#
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

2006-06-10
2007-09-18
466
524,585,779
4,805,521,964
9.16
1,125,720
216,888
3,006
165

ASN
9924
3462
17623
4780
9919
4837
33322
4134
18429
7271

AS Name
TFN-TW (TW)
HINET (TW)
CNCGROUP (CN)
SEEDNET (TW)
NCIC-TW (TW)
CHINA169 (CN)
NDCHOST (US)
CHINANET (CN)
EXTRALAN (TW)
LOOKAS (CA)

Emails
170,998,167
131,381,486
65,214,192
54,430,806
9,186,802
9,025,142
8,359,583
7,287,251
6,746,124
5,599,442

%
32.60
25.04
12.43
10.38
1.75
1.72
1.59
1.39
1.29
1.07

Table 3: Top Country Codes originating spams.

#
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

CC
TW
CN
US
CA
JP
HK
KR
UA
DE
BR

Emails
385,189,756
82,884,642
29,764,293
6,684,667
5,381,192
4,383,999
4,093,365
1,806,210
934,417
863,657

%
73.43
15.80
5.67
1.27
1.03
0.84
0.78
0.34
0.18
0.16

addresses, allocated to 165 different countries (country
codes, as defined by ISO 3166 [15]).
It is possible to note a significant concentration on the
spam’s country of origin. 97% of all spam captured by the
project originated from only 5 countries: Taiwan, China,
United States, Canada and Japan. This result can be seen
in Table 3. Taiwan contribution in terms of the spam origin is also very significant, with 73.43% of all the messages sent. If we analyze the top 10 countries originating
spam to the project’s honeypots, this number is 99.50%
of all messages.
In Figure 2 it is possible to see the percentage of spams
sent by country code, during the project duration.
Percentage of Received Emails / Country Code [2006-06-10 -- 2007-09-18]
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Figure 2: Percentage of received emails by country code.
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An AS (Autonomous System) is an connected group
of one or more network blocks with a well-defined routing policy [9]. Table 4 shows the spam distribution by
originating AS. Again it is possible to see that the activity
is concentrated: the top 4 ASes originating spam were responsible for approximately 80% of all activity recorded.
If we take into account the countries that are associated to these ASes, again Taiwan and China play an important role. Also, the top 2 ASes, TFN-TW and HINET,
both from Taiwan, originated 58% of all spam captured.
Another aspect analyzed was the TCP port used by
the spammers to inject spams. Although each honeypot
was configured to emulate several TCP ports, as seen in
Table 1, only 11 TCP ports were used. Table 5 shows
the set of TCP ports used for sending spam, as well as
the protocol (HTTP or SOCKS) and the service normally
associated with each port.
The development of the SOCKS support, as part of
this work, was very important as port 1080/TCP, which is
the default port associated to this protocol, was the port
that collected the most spam during the period.
Some of the TCP ports abused by the spammers are
associated with popular services — examples are 80/TCP,
8000/TCP and 8080/TCP, normally used by the http
service. Other TCP ports, like 6588/TCP and 4480/TCP
(AnalogX and Proxy+, proxies normally used by home
users) show an attempt by spammers to explore misconfigured home proxies. It is also important to note the activity on TCP ports associated with proxies installed by
malicious code, like MyDoom and Sobig.f, indicating
that spammers are actively using previously infected machines to send spam.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of emails received by
TCP port, during the collecting period.
The requests made to the HTTP and SOCKS proxy
modules were also analyzed. These results are shown
in Table 6. For the HTTP module the requests were divided as follows: outgoing connections to port 25/TCP,
outgoing connection to other TCP ports, “GET” requests
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Figure 3: Percentage of emails received by TCP port.

(attempts to use the proxy to access a Web server) and
errors (invalid commands). For the SOCKS module we
made a similar separation: connections to port 25/TCP,
connections to other ports and errors. It is important to
note that the majority of the requests (97.62% for HTTP
and 87.31% for SOCKS) were attempts to connect to port
25/TCP on third party machines. This makes it clear that
the main objective of the majority of the connections to
these honeypots was to deliver spam, and not other type
of proxy abuse.

Table 5: TCP ports abused.

#
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

Port
1080
8080
80
3128
8000
6588
25
4480
3127
3382
81

Protocol
SOCKS
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
SMTP
HTTP
SOCKS
HTTP
HTTP

Usual Service
socks
alternate http
http
Squid
alternate http
AnalogX
smtp
Proxy+
MyDoom Backdoor
Sobig.f Backdoor
alternate http

%
37.31
34.79
10.92
6.17
2.76
2.29
1.46
1.38
1.00
0.96
0.96

Table 6: Requests made to the HTTP and SOCKS modules.

Module
HTTP

SOCKS

Type
connection to 25/TCP
connection to other
get
errors
total
connection to 25/TCP
connection to other
errors
total

Requests
89,496,969
106,615
225,802
1,847,869
91,677,255
46,776,884
1,055,081
5,741,908
53,573,873

%
97.62
0.12
0.25
2.01
100.00
87.31
1.97
10.72
100.00

Conclusions

This paper described the design and implementation of
an architecture, based on honeypots, for the study of the
spam problem, in particular the abuse of open proxies. It
also described some extensions to the current spam capture technology and showed that this architecture, in place
for 15 months, proved to be very efficient in capturing
spam.
The analysis of the received spam made it clear that
the origin of the IP addresses exploring open proxies for
sending spam was very concentrated: approximately 97%
of all email came from only 5 different country codes.
Approximately 89% of all messages came from two countries: Taiwan and China. When the origin was analyzed
based on source Autonomous System a similar concentration was observed. The top 4 ASes (out of a total of
3,006) were responsible for almost 80% of all the emails
observed. This high concentration of activity, both in
terms of country codes and Autonomous Systems, could
be helpful to fight the problem: if acceptable use and antispam policies were enforced in these networks, it could
have a significant impact in reducing spam.
The results also show that most of the requests received by the proxy modules were directed to the SMTP
port (25/TCP) of third party machines. This shows that
the main objective of the majority of these connections
was, in fact, spam delivery. To mitigate the delivery of
spam via the abuse of residential and dynamic IP networks, a method that could be very effective is port 25
management [20]. The main objective is to differentiate
email client submission traffic from email transport between SMTP servers. Traffic between mail servers would
continue to use port 25/TCP, but email submission traffic from clients to servers would use an alternate submission mechanism: the authenticated Message Submission
for Email, on port 587/TCP [6]. With this mechanism
in place it is possible to filter outgoing port 25/TCP traffic in residential and dynamic IP networks, reducing the
amount of spam leaving these networks and making the
problem more traceable for ISPs [20].
After this initial phase of operation and validation of
the technology in use, some directions for future work are
possible.
All data was analyzed only based on its origin, not
on its content. As a future work it could be possible to
conduct a more detailed analysis of the collected emails,
taking into account the email body, recipient addresses,
among others.
It is also important to propose best practices recommendations to Brazilian ISPs in order to reduce the abuse
of their networks for sending spam.
Another possible line of work would be the deploy-

ment of sensors in other countries to have a more global
view of the problem.
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